
9 Rebate Deal Types 
You Should Know About

We believe that there is an incentive 
program to help you accomplish almost any 
goal – but understanding the many types of 
rebate deals and choosing the best one for 
your business’ needs can be a challenge of 
its own.

We’re breaking down the nine most important types of 
incentive programs that you can use to grow your business:

Volume Rebates
By far the most popular type of rebate deal, 
volume rebates are based on – you guessed 
it – purchase volume. These are often 
structured around tiers or bands: volume 
thresholds that earn increasing rebate 
amounts.

There are 2 common types of volume rebates:

Retrospective volume rebates, 
in which the highest rebate rate 
earned is applied to the whole 
purchase, not just the items 

within that specific tier.

Non-retrospective volume 
rebates restrict the rebate rate 
of each threshold to the units 
purchased within that specific 

tier.

Volume rebates are used by 
90% of distributors.

Mix Incentives
Move low-volume, high-margin products 

by offering a rebate for purchases bundled 
with faster-selling products. Customers get 

a great deal on items they’re already
 buying while you sell more products at a 

higher profit margin.

Promotional Incentives
Promotional incentives are a simple and
effective way to move overstock or leftover 
inventory by offering customers a rebate for 
every extra unit they buy.

Loyalty Incentives
Reward retailers for selling, stocking and 

promoting more of your products. These 
deals encourage businesses to understand 

your products, display them prominently 
and promote them to customers often.

Stock Cleanse Incentives
Clear outdated stock from the shelves to 
pave the way for new product ranges by 
creating a stock cleanse fund to reward your 
customers for buying older SKUs.

Customer spends
$1

$0.01 enters
 the stock 

cleanse fund

Products keep 
moving, customers 

keep buying,
margins stay up

Customer claims 
$0.01 back

on every $1 spent

Stocking Incentives
Keep your products on the shelves of 
accredited retailers that actually understand 
your product by offering an additional
rebate for stocking a certain amount of your 
items.

Logistics Rebates for Bulk Purchases
With the global wholesale market growing 

every year, there are big opportunities in big 
purchases. Is it better for your business to 

buy or ship in bulk? Logistics rebates 
reward customers for buying whole pallets 

of a product instead of individual units.

The global wholesale market, currently
valued at over $46 million,
is growing at a rate of 10% every year.

Special Pricing Agreements (SPAs)
SPAs allow you to leverage unique 
opportunities with minimal conflicts. With 
these deals, you can offer special pricing to 
select distributors and create exclusive
strategic relationships without disrupting 
your overall channel.

Special pricing agreements are used by 

77% of all distribution  
firms in North America.

Manufacturers Distributors

• Figure out what your goals are.
• Align your rebate programs to your goals.

•  Don’t dabble; do your due diligence and     
  choose a deal type wisely before committing.

• Consider combining different program types to   
  achieve your unique goals.

Here’s an example of a typical volume rebate structure:

Ready to start making the most of your rebate deals? 

• Determine your goals.
• Discuss your goals with your trading partners.
• Work together to find areas of overlap and                                                                                                                                           
 synergy.

• Collaborate to design and negotiate a trading  
 agreement that benefits both sides.

Get in Touch


